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Common Methods

Classification                                Clustering                                     Regression 
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Let’s find different groups of people in support groups

Imagine this is on an online social support community …
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1. Why is this a clustering task? 
2. What is “group” of people?  
3. How can we get the ground truth?  
4. How many groups?  
5. What features should we use? 
6. How can we evaluate it?



Let’s find different groups of people in support groups

Imagine this is on an online social support community … 

We need to come up with a lot of features
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Let’s find different groups of people in support groups
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Let’s find different groups of people in support groups
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Let’s find different groups of people in support groups
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Let’s find different groups of people in support groups
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Is it a classification/regression/clustering problem?

I want to predict a star value {1,2,3,4,5} for a product review 

I want to find all of the texts that have allusions to Paradise Lost 

I want to predict the stock price 

I want to tell which team will win 

I want to associate photographs of cats with animals in a taxonomic hierarchy 

I want to reconstruct an evolutionary tree for languages 
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Computational Social Science in the Age of Big Data
danah boyd and Kate Crawford (2012), “Critical Questions for Big Data,” Information, Communication and Society
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1 “Big data” changes the definition of knowledge

How do computational methods/quantitative analysis pragmatically affect 
epistemology?  

Restricted to what data is available (twitter, data that’s digitized, google books, 
etc.). How do we counter this in experimental designs? 

Establishes alternative norms for what “research” looks like 
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2 Claims to objectivity and accuracy are misleading

Data collection, selection process is subjective, reflecting belief in what matters. 

Model design is likewise subjective 
model choice (classification vs. clustering etc.) 
representation of data 
feature selection 

Claims need to match the sampling bias of the data
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3 Bigger data is not always better data

Uncertainty about its source or selection mechanism [Twitter, Google books] 

Appropriateness for question under examination 

How did the data you have get there?  

Are there other ways to solicit the data you need? 

Remember the value of small data: interview and qualitative studies 
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4 Taken out of context, big data loses its meaning

A representation (through features) is a necessary approximation; what are the 
consequences of that approximation? 

Example: quantitative measures of “tie strength” and its interpretation 
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5 Just because it is accessible does not make it ethical

Anonymization practices for sensitive data (even if born public) 

Accountability both to research practice and to subjects of analysis 
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6 Limited access to big data creates new digital divides

Inequalities in access to data and the production of knowledge  

Privileging of skills required to produce knowledge 
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Sentiment and Affect
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Overview

✦ Emotion 
✦ Subjectivity  
✦ LIWC 
✦ Empath 
✦ Semi-supervised and supervised approaches to infer affect
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Some slides are adapted based on Lexicons for Sentiment, Affect, and Connotation from Speech and Language 
Processing (3rd ed. draft) Dan Jurafsky and James H. Martin (https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/) 

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/slp3/


Lexicon

• A (usually hand-built) list of words that correspond to some meaning or class 

• Possibly with numeric values 

• Commonly used as simple classifiers, or as features to complex classifiers
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Why Lexicons for Sentiment and Affect

Easy to use 
Interpretable 
Fast to calculate 

Fail to consider negation or word order 
Can’t deal with context
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Scherer’s typology of affective states
Emotion: brief organically synchronized evaluation of a major event 

angry, sad, joyful, fearful, ashamed, proud, desperate 

Mood: diffuse non-caused low-intensity long-duration change in subjective feeling 
cheerful, gloomy, irritable, listless, depressed, buoyant 

Interpersonal stance: affective stance toward another person in a specific interaction 
distant, cold, warm, supportive, contemptuous 

Attitudes: enduring, affectively colored beliefs, dispositions towards objects or persons  
liking, loving, hating, valuing, desiring 

Personality traits: stable personality dispositions and typical behavior tendencies 
nervous, anxious, reckless, morose, hostile, envious, jealous
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Two Families of Theories of Emotion

Atomic basic emotions 
A finite list of 6 or 8, from which others are generated 

Dimensions of emotion 
Valence (positive negative) 
Arousal (strong, weak) 
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Ekman’s 6 basic emotions:  
Surprise, happiness, anger, fear, disgust, sadness
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Plutchick’s wheel of emotion

8 basic emotions 

In four opposing pairs: 
joy–sadness  
anger–fear 
trust–disgust 
anticipation–surprise 
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Alternative: spatial model

An emotion is a point in 2- or 3-dimensional space 

valence: the pleasantness of the stimulus 
arousal: the intensity of emotion provoked by the stimulus  
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Valence/Arousal Dimensions
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Some Sentiment Lexicons

The General Inquirer 
Positive (1915 words), and Negative (2291 words) 

MPQA Subjectivity Cues Lexicon 
6885 words on strong/weak subjectivity   
Is a subjective word positive or negative? 

Philip J. Stone, Dexter C Dunphy, Marshall S. Smith, Daniel M. Ogilvie. 1966. The General Inquirer: A Computer Approach to Content Analysis. MIT Press 
Theresa Wilson, Janyce Wiebe, and Paul Hoffmann (2005). Recognizing Contextual Polarity in  Phrase-Level Sentiment Analysis. Proc. of HLT-EMNLP-2005. 
Riloff and Wiebe (2003). Learning extraction patterns for subjective expressions. EMNLP-2003.
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Words with consistent sentiment across lexicons
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NRC Emotion Lexicon

NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney 2011) 

amazingly   anger   0 
amazingly   anticipation 0 
amazingly   disgust 0 
amazingly   fear    0 
amazingly   joy     1 
amazingly   sadness 0 
amazingly   surprise    1 
amazingly   trust     0 
amazingly   negative    0 
amazingly   positive    1 
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NRC Emotion/Affect Intensity Lexicon
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Another Widely Used Lexicon: LIWC
LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count

http://www.liwc.net/    
2300 words  
>70 classes 

Pennebaker, J.W., Booth, R.J., & Francis, M.E. (2007). Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count: LIWC 2007. Austin, TX
31



LIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
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Concreteness versus Abstractness

Definition: 
The degree to which the concept denoted by a word refers to a 
perceptible entity. 

Lexicon:  
37,058 English words and 2,896 two-word expressions 
Rating from 1 (abstract) to 5 (concrete)

Brysbaert, M., Warriner, A. B., and Kuperman, V. (2014) Concreteness ratings for 40 thousand generally known English word lemmas Behavior Research Methods.
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Concreteness versus Abstractness

Some example ratings from the final dataset of 40,000 words and phrases 

banana 5 
bathrobe 5 
bagel 5 
brisk 2.5 
badass 2.5 
basically 1.32 
belief 1.19 
although 1.07
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Empath 

Fast, Ethan, Binbin Chen, and Michael S. Bernstein. "Empath: Understanding topic signals in large-scale text." In Proceedings of the 2016 CHI conference on 
human factors in computing systems, pp. 4647-4657. 2016.
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Empath

Generate categories from seed words using word embeddings 

Broad set of 200 built-in categories: 
Technology = {iPad, android, …} 
Violence = {bleed, punch, …} 
Government = {embassy, democrat, …}
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Empath correlates with LIWC well
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Lexicon based computing for sentiment/affect

Ratio of words in a sentence belonging to a category 

rk =
nk

n

The number of words in a given sentence belonging to a category k

The total number of words in a given sentence
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So far, only lexicon based approaches …

Supervised approaches exist 

Or building lexicons via human annotation 

Or semi-supervised induction 
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Semantic Axis Methods

Start with seed words like good or bad for the two poles 

For each word to be added to lexicon 
1. Compute a word representation 
2. Use this to measure its distance from the poles 
3. Assign it to the pole it is closer to 
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Initial Seeds for Different Domains

✦ Start with a single large seed lexicon and rely on the induction algorithm to 
fine-tune it to the domain 

✦ Choose different seed words for different genres: 
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20.4 Semi-supervised Induction of Affect Lexicons

Another common way to learn sentiment lexicons is to start from a set of seed words
that define two poles of a semantic axis (words like good or bad), and then find ways
to label each word w by its similarity to the two seed sets. Here we summarize two
families of seed-based semi-supervised lexicon induction algorithms, axis-based and
graph-based.

20.4.1 Semantic Axis Methods

One of the most well-known lexicon induction methods, the Turney and Littman
(2003) algorithm, is given seed words like good or bad, and then for each word w to
be labeled, measures both how similar it is to good and how different it is from bad.
Here we describe a slight extension of the algorithm due to An et al. (2018), which
is based on computing a semantic axis.

In the first step, we choose seed words by hand. There are two methods for
dealing with the fact that the affect of a word is different in different contexts: (1)
start with a single large seed lexicon and rely on the induction algorithm to fine-tune
it to the domain, or (2) choose different seed words for different genres. Hellrich
et al. (2019) suggests that for modeling affect across different historical time periods,
starting with a large modern affect dictionary is better than small seedsets tuned to
be stable across time. As an example of the second approach, Hamilton et al. (2016)
define one set of seed words for general sentiment analysis, a different set for Twitter,
and yet another set for sentiment in financial text:

Domain Positive seeds Negative seeds
General good, lovely, excellent, fortunate, pleas-

ant, delightful, perfect, loved, love,
happy

bad, horrible, poor, unfortunate, un-
pleasant, disgusting, evil, hated, hate,
unhappy

Twitter love, loved, loves, awesome, nice,
amazing, best, fantastic, correct, happy

hate, hated, hates, terrible, nasty, awful,
worst, horrible, wrong, sad

Finance successful, excellent, profit, beneficial,
improving, improved, success, gains,
positive

negligent, loss, volatile, wrong, losses,
damages, bad, litigation, failure, down,
negative

In the second step, we compute embeddings for each of the pole words. These
embeddings can be off-the-shelf word2vec embeddings, or can be computed directly
on a specific corpus (for example using a financial corpus if a finance lexicon is the
goal), or we can fine-tune off-the-shelf embeddings to a corpus. Fine-tuning is espe-
cially important if we have a very specific genre of text but don’t have enough data
to train good embeddings. In fine-tuning, we begin with off-the-shelf embeddings
like word2vec, and continue training them on the small target corpus.

Once we have embeddings for each pole word, we create an embedding that
represents each pole by taking the centroid of the embeddings of each of the seed
words; recall that the centroid is the multidimensional version of the mean. Given
a set of embeddings for the positive seed words S+ = {E(w+

1 ),E(w+
2 ), ...,E(w+

n )},
and embeddings for the negative seed words S� = {E(w�

1 ),E(w�
2 ), ...,E(w�

m)}, the
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Computing word representation

Can just use off-the-shelf static embeddings 
word2vec, GloVe, etc. 

Or compute on a corpus 
Or fine-tune pre-trained embeddings to a corpus 
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Representing each pole

Start with embeddings for seed words: 

Pole centroids are:     Semantic axis is: 
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pole centroids are:

V+ =
1
n

nX

1

E(w+
i )

V� =
1
m

mX

1

E(w�
i ) (20.1)

The semantic axis defined by the poles is computed just by subtracting the two vec-
tors:

Vaxis = V+ �V� (20.2)

Vaxis, the semantic axis, is a vector in the direction of positive sentiment. Finally,
we compute (via cosine similarity) the angle between the vector in the direction of
positive sentiment and the direction of w’s embedding. A higher cosine means that
w is more aligned with S+ than S�.

score(w) =
�
cos(E(w),Vaxis

�

=
E(w) ·Vaxis

kE(w)kkVaxisk
(20.3)

If a dictionary of words with sentiment scores is sufficient, we’re done! Or if we
need to group words into a positive and a negative lexicon, we can use a threshold
or other method to give us discrete lexicons.

20.4.2 Label Propagation
An alternative family of methods defines lexicons by propagating sentiment labels
on graphs, an idea suggested in early work by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown
(1997). We’ll describe the simple SentProp (Sentiment Propagation) algorithm of
Hamilton et al. (2016), which has four steps:

1. Define a graph: Given word embeddings, build a weighted lexical graph by
connecting each word with its k nearest neighbors (according to cosine simi-
larity). The weights of the edge between words wi and w j are set as:

Ei, j = arccos

 
�

wi
>wj

kwikkwjk

!
. (20.4)

2. Define a seed set: Choose positive and negative seed words.
3. Propagate polarities from the seed set: Now we perform a random walk on

this graph, starting at the seed set. In a random walk, we start at a node and
then choose a node to move to with probability proportional to the edge prob-
ability. A word’s polarity score for a seed set is proportional to the probability
of a random walk from the seed set landing on that word (Fig. 20.7).

4. Create word scores: We walk from both positive and negative seed sets,
resulting in positive (rawscore+(wi)) and negative (rawscore�(wi)) raw label
scores. We then combine these values into a positive-polarity score as:

score+(wi) =
rawscore+(wi)

rawscore+(wi)+ rawscore�(wi)
(20.5)

It’s often helpful to standardize the scores to have zero mean and unit variance
within a corpus.
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Word score is cosine with axis
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Supervised Learning of Word Sentiment
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Learn word sentiment supervised by online review scores

Review datasets 
IMDB, Goodreads, Open Table, Amazon, Trip Advisor 

Each review has a score (1-5, 1-10, etc) 

Just count how many times each word occurs with each score (and normalize) 

Potts, Christopher. 2011. On the negativity of negation.  SALT  20, 636-659. Potts 2011 NSF Workshop talk. 
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Online Review Data
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Analyzing the Polarity of Each Word 

How likely is each word to appear in each sentiment class? 
Count(“bad”) in 1-star, 2-star, 3-star, etc. 

But can’t use raw counts; instead, likelihood: 

 

Make them comparable between words via Scaled likelihood:  

P(w |c) =
f(w, c)

∑w∈c f(w, c)

P(w |c)
P(w)
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“Potts diagrams” Potts, Christopher. 2011. NSF workshop on restructuring adjectives.
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Use Regression Coefficients to Weight Words

Train a classifier based on supervised data 
Predict: human-labeled connotation of a document  
From: all the words and bigrams in it 

Use the regression coefficients as the  weights 
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Log odds ratio

Log likelihood ratio: does “horrible” occur more % in corpus i or j? 
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20.5.1 Log Odds Ratio Informative Dirichlet Prior
One thing we often want to do with word polarity is to distinguish between words
that are more likely to be used in one category of texts than in another. We may, for
example, want to know the words most associated with 1 star reviews versus those
associated with 5 star reviews. These differences may not be just related to senti-
ment. We might want to find words used more often by Democratic than Republican
members of Congress, or words used more often in menus of expensive restaurants
than cheap restaurants.

Given two classes of documents, to find words more associated with one cate-
gory than another, we could measure the difference in frequencies (is a word w more
frequent in class A or class B?). Or instead of the difference in frequencies we could
compute the ratio of frequencies, or compute the log odds ratio (the log of the ratio
between the odds of the two words). We could then sort words by whichever associ-
ation measure we pick, ranging from words overrepresented in category A to words
overrepresented in category B.

The problem with simple log-likelihood or log odds methods is that they don’t
work well for very rare words or very frequent words; for words that are very fre-
quent, all differences seem large, and for words that are very rare, no differences
seem large.

In this section we walk through the details of one solution to this problem: the
“log odds ratio informative Dirichlet prior” method of Monroe et al. (2008) that is a
particularly useful method for finding words that are statistically overrepresented in
one particular category of texts compared to another. It’s based on the idea of using
another large corpus to get a prior estimate of what we expect the frequency of each
word to be.

Let’s start with the goal: assume we want to know whether the word horrible
occurs more in corpus i or corpus j. We could compute the log likelihood ratio,log likelihood

ratio
using f i(w) to mean the frequency of word w in corpus i, and ni to mean the total
number of words in corpus i:

llr(horrible) = log
Pi(horrible)
P j(horrible)

= logPi(horrible)� logP j(horrible)

= log
fi(horrible)

ni � log
f j(horrible)

n j (20.7)

Instead, let’s compute the log odds ratio: does horrible have higher odds in i or inlog odds ratio

j:

lor(horrible) = log
✓

Pi(horrible)
1�Pi(horrible)

◆
� log

✓
P j(horrible)

1�P j(horrible)

◆

= log

0

B@
fi(horrible)

ni

1� fi(horrible)
ni

1

CA� log

0

B@
f j(horrible)

n j

1� f j(horrible)
n j

1

CA

= log
✓

fi(horrible)
ni � fi(horrible)

◆
� log

✓
f j(horrible)

n j � f j(horrible)

◆
(20.8)

The Dirichlet intuition is to use a large background corpus to get a prior estimate of
what we expect the frequency of each word w to be. We’ll do this very simply by
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Log odds ratio

Log odds ratio: does “horrible” have a higher odds in corpus i or j? 
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Log odds ratio with a prior

Now with prior 

= size of corpus i,  = size of corpus j, = count of word w in corpus i, = count of word w in corpus j,  is the size of the 
background corpus, and  = count of word w in the background corpus.)  
ni nj f i

w f j
w α0

αw
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adding the counts from that corpus to the numerator and denominator, so that we’re
essentially shrinking the counts toward that prior. It’s like asking how large are the
differences between i and j given what we would expect given their frequencies in
a well-estimated large background corpus.

The method estimates the difference between the frequency of word w in two
corpora i and j via the prior-modified log odds ratio for w, d (i� j)

w , which is estimated
as:

d (i� j)
w = log

✓
f i
w +aw

ni +a0 � ( f i
w +aw)

◆
� log

 
f j
w +aw

n j +a0 � ( f j
w +aw)

!
(20.9)

(where ni is the size of corpus i, n j is the size of corpus j, f i
w is the count of word w

in corpus i, f j
w is the count of word w in corpus j, a0 is the size of the background

corpus, and aw is the count of word w in the background corpus.)
In addition, Monroe et al. (2008) make use of an estimate for the variance of the

log–odds–ratio:

s2
⇣

d̂ (i� j)
w

⌘
⇡ 1

f i
w +aw

+
1

f j
w +aw

(20.10)

The final statistic for a word is then the z–score of its log–odds–ratio:

d̂ (i� j)
wr

s2
⇣

d̂ (i� j)
w

⌘ (20.11)

The Monroe et al. (2008) method thus modifies the commonly used log odds ratio
in two ways: it uses the z-scores of the log odds ratio, which controls for the amount
of variance in a word’s frequency, and it uses counts from a background corpus to
provide a prior count for words.

Fig. 20.12 shows the method applied to a dataset of restaurant reviews from
Yelp, comparing the words used in 1-star reviews to the words used in 5-star reviews
(Jurafsky et al., 2014). The largest difference is in obvious sentiment words, with the
1-star reviews using negative sentiment words like worse, bad, awful and the 5-star
reviews using positive sentiment words like great, best, amazing. But there are other
illuminating differences. 1-star reviews use logical negation (no, not), while 5-star
reviews use emphatics and emphasize universality (very, highly, every, always). 1-
star reviews use first person plurals (we, us, our) while 5 star reviews use the second
person. 1-star reviews talk about people (manager, waiter, customer) while 5-star
reviews talk about dessert and properties of expensive restaurants like courses and
atmosphere. See Jurafsky et al. (2014) for more details.

20.6 Using Lexicons for Sentiment Recognition

In Chapter 4 we introduced the naive Bayes algorithm for sentiment analysis. The
lexicons we have focused on throughout the chapter so far can be used in a number
of ways to improve sentiment detection.

In the simplest case, lexicons can be used when we don’t have sufficient training
data to build a supervised sentiment analyzer; it can often be expensive to have a
human assign sentiment to each document to train the supervised classifier.
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Top 50 words associated with bad (= 1-star) reviews
20.7 • OTHER TASKS: PERSONALITY 15

Class Words in 1-star reviews Class Words in 5-star reviews
Negative worst, rude, terrible, horrible, bad,

awful, disgusting, bland, tasteless,
gross, mediocre, overpriced, worse,
poor

Positive great, best, love(d), delicious, amazing,
favorite, perfect, excellent, awesome,
friendly, fantastic, fresh, wonderful, in-
credible, sweet, yum(my)

Negation no, not Emphatics/
universals

very, highly, perfectly, definitely, abso-
lutely, everything, every, always

1Pl pro we, us, our 2 pro you
3 pro she, he, her, him Articles a, the
Past verb was, were, asked, told, said, did,

charged, waited, left, took
Advice try, recommend

Sequencers after, then Conjunct also, as, well, with, and
Nouns manager, waitress, waiter, customer,

customers, attitude, waste, poisoning,
money, bill, minutes

Nouns atmosphere, dessert, chocolate, wine,
course, menu

Irrealis
modals

would, should Auxiliaries is/’s, can, ’ve, are

Comp to, that Prep, other in, of, die, city, mouth
Figure 20.12 The top 50 words associated with one–star and five-star restaurant reviews in a Yelp dataset of
900,000 reviews, using the Monroe et al. (2008) method (Jurafsky et al., 2014).

In such situations, lexicons can be used in a rule-based algorithm for classifica-
tion. The simplest version is just to use the ratio of positive to negative words: if a
document has more positive than negative words (using the lexicon to decide the po-
larity of each word in the document), it is classified as positive. Often a threshold l
is used, in which a document is classified as positive only if the ratio is greater than
l . If the sentiment lexicon includes positive and negative weights for each word,
q+

w and q�
w , these can be used as well. Here’s a simple such sentiment algorithm:

f + =
X

w s.t. w2positivelexicon

q+
w count(w)

f � =
X

w s.t. w2negativelexicon

q�
w count(w)

sentiment =

8
>>><

>>>:

+ if f +

f � > l

� if f �

f + > l
0 otherwise.

(20.12)

If supervised training data is available, these counts computed from sentiment lex-
icons, sometimes weighted or normalized in various ways, can also be used as fea-
tures in a classifier along with other lexical or non-lexical features. We return to
such algorithms in Section 20.8.

20.7 Other tasks: Personality

Many other kinds of affective meaning can be extracted from text and speech. For
example detecting a person’s personality from their language can be useful for di-personality

alog systems (users tend to prefer agents that match their personality), and can play
a useful role in computational social science questions like understanding how per-
sonality is related to other kinds of behavior.

Jurafsky, D., V. Chahuneau, B. R. Routledge, and N. A. Smith. 2014. Narrative framing of consumer sentiment in online restaurant reviews. First Monday, 19(4).
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Summary
✓ Emotion can be represented by fixed atomic units often called basic emotions, 

or as points in space defined by dimensions like valence and arousal. 

✓ Affective lexicons can be built by hand, using crowd sourcing to label the 
affective content of each word. 

✓ Lexicons can be built with semi-supervised, bootstrapping from seed words 
using similarity metrics like embedding cosine. 

✓ Lexicons can be learned in a fully supervised manner, when a convenient 
training signal can be found in the world, such as ratings assigned by users on 
a review site. 

✓ Words can be assigned weights in a lexicon by using various functions of word 
counts, and ratio metrics like log odds ratio informative Dirichlet prior
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